Air Sentry Breathers

Lustor means Clean Oil

The GUARDIAN is the first breather ever
constructed of Tritan, a patented
material that is the most chemical-,
temperature-, and impact-resistant
combination casing on the market.
The GUARDIAN takes check valve
technology and cost-saving replacement
measures to the next level.

Lustor (Lubrication Storage System).
The bulk system that combines storage,
filtration and breather technologies to
keep lubricants clean and dry before they
enter your equipment.

Air Sentry® desiccant Breathers adsorb
water from the air before it enters your
fluid system and remove
particle contaminants as
small as 2 microns.
The line is designed to
meet your specific
application and
duration specification.

Available in three sizes: 125, 250 and 500
litre, and a wall mounted version.

A safe, efficient and convenient method
of storing and dispensing lubricants.
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Store - Transfer - Identify

Oil Equipment

Grease Equipment

Identification

The transport container was the
innovation that started it all. OilSafe
dispensing containers have been tried
and proven in the toughest work
environments for more than a decade easier, faster, safer.
With 5 different lid types designed to fit
each of the 5 different drum sizes (1,5,
2, 3, 5, 10 l.) you can mix and match the
components to build heavy duty durable
containers.
The OilSafe Premium Transfer
Pump offers advanced
functionality. Including 5 ft
anti-drip discharge hose, easy
grip D-Handle, colour coding
collar, increased effiency,
serviceable parts, and a wide
range of optional accessories.

Innovative, high quality OilSafe
grease guns and accessories. Support
5S and Lean initiatives with the
innovative identification features on all
OilSafe guns.
Match the colour-coded Grease Gun to
an OilSafe colour-coded Grease Fitting
Protector to ensure the right grease is
used in the right equipment.

Customized and standard fluid
identification from Bulk Storage to the
Point of Use. Solutions range from simple
adhesive labels through to solutions that
include complete MSDS information. To
eliminate cross contamination, match the
drum label to the bulk label.

The heavy duty pistol grip grease gun is
ideal for one handed operation;
included soft rubber handle grip for
comfort.

Spill Control
Designed with efficiency in mind, keep
your employees and work environment
safe from unexpected drum spills or leaks.
Spill Decks and Pallets: whether you
are looking to comply with
governmental regulations or just
want the security of knowing
your facility is protected, spill
decks and pallets offer ample
capacity.

